
Tower Hill P.S.H.E Curriculum Statement

Intent At Tower Hill, we aim to support pupils in developing the knowledge, skills
and attributes needed to manage many of the critical opportunities,
challenges and responsibilities they will face as they grow up and become
adults. We encourage them to feel comfortable in talking about issues and
emotions they may have and to know that these can be dealt with
confidentially. In addition, we teach pupils to stay safe and healthy, build
self-esteem, resilience and compassion, and so tackle barriers to learning,
raise aspirations, and improve their life chances.

Implementation Tower Hill is a values-based school and we focus on the values of Aspiration,
Resilience, Responsibility, Honesty, Compassion, Positivity, Respect and
Tolerance. We also introduce the children to the Fundamental British Values
that underpin the society we live in.

The language of these is used throughout the school day and is the basis for
conversations about issues or concerns. Each monthly value is introduced in
assemblies and understanding is deepened through class discussions which
are age appropriate.

Tower Hill uses the Jigsaw scheme of work, which meets the National
statutory requirements for Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) with an
understanding that parents have the right to withdraw their child from certain
sessions.

Children in UKS2 have the opportunity to learn more about the wider world
through visits to Junior Citizen and IMPS (Injury Minimization Programme for
Schools).

Years 1-6 elects two representatives to form the Values Council: they meet
every 2-3 weeks to discuss whole school issues, plan events and produce
termly newsletters and home activities.

Impact We want our children to be confident, safe and happy so that they can
develop healthy and effective relationships with other children and adults and
achieve in all aspects of school life and in the world beyond. Our PSHE
curriculum provides them with a chance to reflect and learn about these
crucial elements, as well as providing opportunities  to know more about the
world that the children are growing up into. This will be monitored by the
impact on behaviour records and also on the response of children in Years 1
to 6 to key questions at the beginning and end of themes in a mind map.
Evidence will also be collected during pupil voice interviews.
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Coverage
and Progression

At Tower Hill School, delivery of the PSHE curriculum is taught through
Jigsaw lessons, values discussions and assemblies. There are clear
cross-curricular links where relevant and appropriate.

Teachers can use a wide range of teaching strategies, including
role-play,discussion, group work and circle time as a vehicle for delivering,
discussing and reflecting on life skills.

Records  and
Assessment

The Jigsaw scheme enables us to monitor and assess understanding clearly.
As part of each session, children are asked to reflect on their learning and
assess their own understanding. Any recorded work is collated into individual
‘Jigsaw Journals’.

Inclusion ● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation
and belonging

● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age,
gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical concerns, attainment or
background

Safety ● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of
all participants

● Risk Assessments for are maintained and appropriate equipment is
regularly checked
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